
Lanternn by Valerann

Empowering Control Centres

Lanternn by Valerann is a smart road data platform that enhances 

traffic management through our proprietary Real-Time Fusion Engine 

that analyses real time and historical data. The system provides high 

resolution information about traffic conditions and risks and turn-

key response capabilities to resolve any incident, all managed and 

controlled through a user-friendly, real-time web platform. 

This innovative system provides a modular, easily upgradeable, tailored 

traffic management solution that is inherently flexible in its delivery.



Lanternn by Valerann provides the control centre with a choice of three 

modules tailored to their requirements and levels of available data:

Monitor 

Real-time monitoring, alerting, verification and prioritisation of on-road activity

Manage

Enhanced resource planning, enabling faster response and fast 

resolution of on-road incidents and other events.

Insight 

Maximising value from accrued information cleansed via a data lake. Access 

to flexible reporting and analysis tools, allowing future planning, strategy 

and prioritisation, unlocking predictive capabilities and models.

Each module is a standalone solution that can be used independently or 

combined holistically to form the complete Lanternn by Valerann system. 

Overview



Real-Time Fusion Engine

At the core of Lanternn by Valerann, the Real-Time Fusion 

Engine ingests, analyses and organises data from integrated 

sources by applying artificial intelligence (AI), machine 

learning (ML), big data technologies and data fusion 

technique. Generating meaningful and actionable information 

leveraged by the Monitor, Manage and Insight packages.

The depth of integration depends on the complexity and volume of data 

sources and is available through Valerann’s three integration packages:

Open Data

Navigation apps, data partners (traffic, FCD, weather, 

GIS) public-facing CCTV, social media

Basic ITS

Open Data + CCTV (static or PTZ), radar, loops and VMS

Advanced ITS

Open Data & Basic ITS plus support vehicle GPS tracking, VMS 

controls, ingestion of historical data, IoT sensors and other 

customer-specific sources (i.e. weather sensors, bus routes)

Monitor

Manage Insight

Fusion Engine

Data Sources

Weather

App

Patrol CAV’s

Cloud On-premise

Legacy ITS IoT Sensors Social Media Navigation

Apps



Monitor

The Monitor package enables highly focused road 

monitoring, through automated detection and validation 

of events and visualisation of contextual conditions’ 

allowing for better, faster and more effective decision-

making. This package is realised via a user-friendly 

interface and focuses on supporting real-time road 

monitoring and tactical activity within a control centre.

Key Benefits:

1. Ensure readiness for unexpected disruptions by easily 

understanding road and other conditions, as well as the status 

of all ITS to maximise traffic and operational efficiency.

2. Remove dependency on manual or reactive 

detection by implementing automated detection 

on sensors, open data, and camera feeds.

3. Respond to events in the most effective way by creating certainty 

in the existence, nature, persistence, location and impact of an event.

4. Prioritise response effort and resources by highlighting important 

events on the road based on severity, certainty and impact.



Dynamic Filters

Easily prioritise 

relevant live events

Map Data Layers

• Live stream of critical events verified by the Real-Time Fusion Engine

• Add or remove layers as required

• ITS infrastructure and road features such as tunnels and bridges

Monitor



Visualise On Road Events

Pinpoint location of critical events

Interface Cameras

Expand real-time camera view

Traffic Flow Visualization

Colour coding to highlight traffic conditions

Monitor



Triangulate alerts with data from complementary sources 

to instantly validate and assess urgency of incidents.

Monitor



Manage

Ensuring rapid and impactful response to detected events, the Manage 

package closes the loop for end-to-end road operation. It provides 

the ability to coordinate, control and communicate with ITS and 

support resources, guided by data intelligence. Seamless information 

captures and activity tracking reduces admin overheads, allowing 

absolute focus upon resolution and road user safety and experience.

Key Benefits:

1. Easily share information about high priority incidents internally, and 

with road users and with 3rd parties all from a single platform

2. Quickly organise relevant response activities based on the nature & 

priority of an event, the status of resources and the impact on other 

road users by automatically viewing captured events’ data, as well as 

selecting from a list of response actions and creating a checklist. 

3. Efficiently action and manage response to an event with reduced dependency 

on human decision-making. Track key activities and progress tracking.

4. Rapidly clear the disruption caused by an event and monitor/

manage the knock-on effects by fusing events/road activity to trace 

cause > effect, post-event resource management and scheduling.



Log Event’s Report Response Workflow Statuses

Manage

Patrol communication



Connect directly with your patrol and 

emergency response services.

Manage



Manage

Enable patrol to share data 

and react to event.

Track patrol location and status 

to decide what resource should 

respond to which event.



Insight

Maximising value from the accrued information cleansed, 

enhanced and ordered by the Fusion Engine, the Insight package 

is a data lake accessed via flexible reporting and analysis tools. 

It supports future planning, strategy and prioritisation through 

insights derived from past patterns and trends. Predictive 

capabilities and models are unlocked by harnessing historical 

data, powering both real-time and long term decisioning.

Key Benefits:

1. Derive value from the wealth of historic data using data lake with 

common schema for all integrated data sources, ability to build 

custom reports, dashboards using simple reports tool - Out-of-the-

box advanced reporting suite and export data to MS excel.

2. Ensure adherence and automate procedures to minimise response times, 

errors and training/skills requirements by designing automated workflows 

for both Monitoring & Management, templates for response checklists.

3. Reduce dependency on human decision-making and margin for error/delay 

when a response is required using automated management actions, dynamic 

PTZ movement to focus upon on-road activity and trigger response vehicles 

automatically, Machine Learning for next action based on previous behaviour.



Observe from one hour to one week, 

apply filters and add / remove data layers

Insight

Use comparison of predicted 

traffic metrics versus actual 

to identify anomalies

Last four hours – actual 

compared to historical average

Current live time Predicted speed and vehicle 

count in the next four hours



Insight

Access high resolution, historical, 

real time, and predicted data 

to assess impact of events, 

plan response, and implement 

preventative measures.
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